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Abstract

Research studies on students' conceptions in the area of quantum physics are, in

contrast to other areas of physics, rather rare. The present study gives results from

quantitative and qualitative data with grade 13 students (age 19) in German high schools,

taken before and after instruction as well as from transcripts during instruction. Only

students from classes, which used a Schroedinger approach to understand atoms and

electron orbitals, were taken. As a first result, we describe students' beliefs about

models. Students tend to use "model" in a variety of meanings, ranging from "true

pictures" to "tools of thinking" and "visualization". Second, we describe their

conceptions about orbits, trajectories, and motion, mainly related to their interpretations

of orbitals, after teaching. The findings suggest, that roughly 25% of the students use

conceptions near to modern physics, another 25% use some typical intermediate

conceptions such as "smeared orbits", and 50% stick to classical orbits ("Bohr model"),

even after teaching. Third, we give results about their understanding of "stability" of the

atom, "probability", and "energy". The problem of stability brings nearly all students

back to classical thinking in terms of orbit and centrifugal force. Probability, again, has

different meanings related to the algorithm or to a causal explanation of a probability

distribution or to inaccuracy. The quantization of energy is readily accepted, even

without a conception related to orbitals of the atom.
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I. Introduction

Research studies on students' preconceptions in the area of quantum physics are, in

contrast to other areas of physics, rather rare 1. This may be taken as a hint to the

different character of the issues in such studies. In contrast to mechanics, for example,

the area of atomic physics in high school has little relation to likely experiences of

students in every day life. Knowledge of and dealing with elements from atomic physics

is not required for students to manage their everyday lives. In spite of this fact students

do not start learning quantum physics with a "tabula rasa", with an empty mind. Our

investigations2 - carried out in German high schools in grade 13 - therefore focus on

students' classroom discussions related to physical ideas about this subject. Our results

show preferred ways of thinking about atoms and quantum physics, which we present

as students' conceptions in this paper.

II. Aim of investigation: typical conceptions of groups of students

("Thematic conceptions")

The overall goal of studies on students' ideas about quantum physics is to help teachers

to better understand students' ideas during instruction. Not only students, "teachers,

too, construct their own meanings"3, especially when constructing meaning for students'

contributions. "Science teaching also involves the understanding of students' views of

science concepts"4. The results of those studies thus will have to contribute to reduce

the "deficit in technology"5 observed by Luhmann and Schorr in education. To meet this

demand means that knowledge of constructs on students' ideas combined with an

improvement of "causal plans applied" by teachers6 may lead to better and more flexible

reactions of teachers to students' behavior. Particularly in phases of instruction

determined by students' own ideas teachers must be able to give sense to students'

statements, even those seeming strange, in order to be able to adequately react on their

behavior.

For communication between teacher and students during instruction - and in general for

the process of communication between individuals everywhere - the construction of
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mutual "representative constructs of objects of thinking"7 of the partners of

communication is a necessary basis for communication. In classrooms communication

does not take place in a situation where students face each other as totally unique

individuals, and thus also understanding is not related to individual students, but rather

relates to a situation determined by the existence of a whole group of students. That

means that there is some "commonsense" binding this group of students together. So our

aim is to describe conceptions of students in quantum physics as "representations for

groups of learners"8. We call those conceptions "thematic conceptions" to distinguish

them from individual conceptions held by single students.

By formulating results about students' thematic conceptions we do not claim to causally

explain their behavior in different situations. Not laws of causality for interaction in

instruction have to be set up, but rather ideas about causality on students' actions will

have to be developed. The formation of such ideas can be based on formulating

propositional elements of pre-conceptions. The empirical data on the characteristics of

students' ideas about atomic physics should help to support such "plans of causality"9

and to empirically confirm them.

When investigating students' conceptions in quantum physics the different relation of

this content area to everyday life mentioned above has to be noted. Everyday life

experiences gained in dealing with physical phenomena out of the area of mechanics

directly serve to master everyday life situations. This is knowledge "relating to

everyday realities" and serves "to master all 'normal' situations of life"10. For managing

everyday life it is, for example, necessary to have knowledge on the cause of motion and

the acting of forces (e.g. for cycling, driving, and climbing). Such experiences impose real

world knowledge on the subject of mechanics. In this content area there are many

possibilities and necessities for people to develop theories for everyday life, to act

accordingly, and to construct appropriate meanings. In the area of atomic physics the

situation is different. Knowledge attributed to this content area is not needed to act in

everyday situations. The knowledge in atomic physics refers to derived experiences.

This does not mean however that the ideas of students in the area of atomic physics do

not depend on experiences gained from everyday life. Constructing meaning and

developing ideas when confronted with new phenomena - e.g. of atomic physics - is
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always based on already existing ideas. In this case they often are taken from other

content areas of physics, especially from mechanics. But there tends to be a special

selection related to atoms or quanta, giving special meaning to issues and solutions in

this area.

III. Methods of Investigation

All data for this investigation of students' ideas were collected in grade 13 (age 19), near

the end of German high school. There were four different qualitative and quantitative

data sources:

(1) Audio recordings of current physics lessons 11 were our main data source. Four classes were

recorded and transcribed totally. Sections from a further six classes were also used. This

resulted in about 900 pages of transcripts. Especially fruitful for our qualitative interpretation

process were the following parts of transcripts:

• Short open questions of teachers, followed by students' responses in more detail.

• Dialogues between several students, without contributions from the teacher.

• Spontaneous contributions of students, e.g. when students interrupted the teacher' s

statements or made contradicting statements.

The following three additional methods were used complementary to test the

hypotheses about the students' preconceptions on the basis of a larger number of

students involved:

(2) A pair-relation questionnaire with associative elements. In this type of questionnaire

students were asked to make statements using two given concepts, for example:

 wave   - energy level

 wave function - trajectory

 trajectory  - energy level

 position   - wave function

 electron   - wave

 trajectory  - probability
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(3) A questionnaire with seven "thinking type" tasks, i.e. tasks requesting qualitative

descriptions rather than quantitative calculations (see below for examples).

(4) Interviews with nine pairs of students on selected statements made by students in the two

questionnaires. Especially useful were the following types of interview situations:

• the interviewer gives a questionnaire statement of one student; the students in the

interview develop a somewhat different viewpoint

• open interview with extensive answers of students

• the interviewer gives a picture (e.g. of an electron distribution) and the students discuss it

• the interviewer asks narrow questions and the students start with following the question

but afterwards develop some personal viewpoint or differentiation.

Data in (1) were gathered during the teaching process, the methods in (2), (3) and (4)

were used after students had finished the course.

From a first analysis of the transcripts, hypotheses (constructs) were established about

the basic students' ideas. Afterwards, they were explored with the quantitative methods.

These constructs claim to enable a better understanding of students' actions. Repeated

interpretations of those dialogues during instruction, using the already formulated

elements of pre-conceptions, is a methodological procedure by which better explanatory

power and higher differentiation of the constructs is achieved. Such constructs shall

enable the teacher to act adequately in teaching situations and to react to students'

behavior. This aim combines method and goals of the study. Fig. 1 shows the procedure

of data collection and evaluation including all different methods.

As discussed above, it is not the aim to describe ideas of single students but to describe

the type of preconceptions of various students in similar situations.
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- Results of
previous research

- Discussion about
the improvement
of science teaching

- Own experiences,
ideas and expectations

- Analysis of
content

Data
- transcripts
of lessons in ten
quantum physics
classes (900 pages)

- transcripts
of interviews
(n=18)

- 2 questionnaires
on ideas in
quantum physics
(n=142)

1

1

2

2

Process of looking to the data for
evidence and counter evidence

a. Getting new ideas about new hypotheses
b. Reformulating hypotheses

Hypotheses
about students'

thematic conceptions
in quantum physics

(constructs)

Fig. 1: Method of qualitative interpretive research

IV. Results of the study

The results of the study are presented in two different domains. On the one hand they

tell something about a rather general approach of students to physics, in particular to

quantum physics, and their ideas about it (e.g. ideas about the role of models in

physics); on the other hand we describe students' conceptions related to central

concepts of quantum physics, such as stability of atoms, orbit and motion, probability,

and the use of the concept of energy.

Accordingly, the results are described in two parts:

• students' beliefs about models and their use in quantum physics

• students' conceptions in the area of quantum physics
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A. Students' Beliefs about Models

In quantum physics instruction is based on assumptions about atoms and electrons

being particles or waves or something else. Beliefs about models play an important

metacognitive role in such discussions.

•   What is the character of a "model of the atom" in students' minds?

•   What kind of statements are made on models of atoms, electrons etc.? What ideas are

linked to these concepts?

•   With what expectations do students approach the subject of atomic models? What

requirements do they attribute to models to be satisfactory?

In physics the concept of a model has gone through a change from a pictorial

representation ("image") to a "structural similarity with respect to relations"12. This

modified version of the concept of a model becomes crucial for teaching when dealing

with atomic processes. Students, on the other hand, try to continue to think of reality

on the basis of their known concept of model adequate to the real world. Here, "model"

has a meaning close to "image". To what extent could students be expected to agree at all

to a different meaning?

These issues are rarely discussed explicitly during teaching. Here is an example of an

original dialogue:

L: What else should be accomplished by an atomic model?

S1: I would like an enlargement of the atom. An intuitive model of the atom!

L: What kind of model should this be?

S1: Well, of wood or metal, or it should be possible to draw it.

S2: That it (the atom) cannot be seen or drawn - that's awful.

L: What should be made visible by the model?

S2: The shape.

S3: The orbit on which the electrons are moving.

Here students ask for a clear explanation of the atomic processes. This aspect of

students dealing with models is emphasized also in other investigations on the concept

of model.13 Their handling of the concept of models is ambivalent: on the one hand they

ask for illustrations of atoms, on the other hand these models are not requested to be
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real. They are, as students like to say, "anyway only models of thinking". For students

- and similar for physicists - it seems to be no contradiction to use the "Bohr orbit" for

describing some phenomena and later on in a different context use the statistical

distribution as an explanation.

From analyzing many similar dialogues we hypothetically formulated the following

three tendencies in students' metacognitive beliefs about models:

Beliefs related to models in quantum physics after teaching 14

(M1) True picture of an atom.
In spite of the second belief formulated below, students are still very interested
in the question: what does the atom really look like? Models should be as close
as possible to reality. Students would prefer models showing the "true picture"
of an atom.

(M2) Models of thinking
To students, models do not represent the "true picture" of atoms. They use
different models of electrons and atoms in different contexts and for different
purposes - even if the models contradict each other. These contradictions are
seen and accepted by students.

(M3) Models for visualization
Students take models as visualizations and explanations in a macroscopic scale
of reality. They aim at a high amount of exactness and plausibility for a model.

The illustrative models are not requested to be consistent for the whole area of quantum

physics. They may be only bound to a certain situation, and therefore need not be free

of contradictions. Models are ideas of an unofficial, private nature, which need not have

much in common with measurable and observable behavior of the objects to be

described.

The simultaneous emphasizing of several aspects of 'models', that is to be a concrete

illustration and a mere construct of thinking, enables students to maintain an illustrative

idea of the atom when, at the same time, they stress that this idea is not conform to

'reality'. This withdrawal from 'reality' may be considered a concession of students to

physics. For students the aspect of illustration is crucial. By separating the three beliefs

on models students beat the difficulty teachers have when they try, on the one hand, to

impart illustrative ideas to students in atomic physics and, at the same time, are obliged
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to and wish to make sure that this illustrative idea will not be considered as a

'mechanical truth'.

B. Students' conceptions about central concepts in quantum physics

The descriptions of the results of the study focus mainly on the ideas relating to the

concepts of orbit and probability. In these two concepts the distinction between

quantum physics and classical mechanics becomes clear in a particular way. Results

from the other content areas of the study are only considered in passing.

1. Orbit (Trajectory) and Motion

The concept of orbit is used by all students. Two groups are to be distinguished as to

their use of this concept. For the first group of students the concept serves to mark the

difference between classical and quantum mechanical descriptions of phenomena. In the

second group the concept of orbit is used directly for describing phenomena from

quantum physics. As a common aspect, all students' statements describing different

stationary states of an atom include some idea of electron motion. This motion is either

seen to be necessary to create a probability distribution in accordance with the _2-

function or it is associated directly to the idea of electrons on orbits.

The following two statements of students, after instruction, show their ideas related to

the distribution of electrons in the atom (Fig. 2). These statements also show that

students' thinking in some sense is not so far away from fundamental ideas in physics

on the generation and annihilation of particles explaining statistical distributions 15.

The first student denies the concept of orbit. However he requires motion - using its

everyday life meaning - to explain the distribution of density. He is aware of the

contradiction in his arguments relating to the two aspects. This is unsatisfactory for

him, as he is not able to solve it. The second student also shows a discrepancy between

the description of a distribution and the idea of its generation. In contrast to the

understanding of physics the concept of motion in this context is crucial for her.
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Uli: Well, actually I completely put

aside the concept of trajectory in

the area of atomic physics. The

function you have is nothing but

the probability of presence of an

electron. ... you can't say it moves

on an orbit. To explain - well, the

motion cannot really be explained

anymore ... It's however, not an

orbit any more. .. The electron must move somehow - very strange, it is

now here and then there .. That gets crazy .. Damned, it could

theoretically move in between. Just that it moves in a strange zigzag, but

that would mean again something like an orbit. And that's crazy again.

Well, somehow I can't get that clear.

Elke: If they didn’t move, a probability distribution would make no sense at all.

The electron would stay in one position - that’s all ... As it shows up at

different places it must move! Otherwise, it would be present always at

only one point.

Gaby: The electron is in no position, its position can be described approximately

by psi.

To test these interpretive and qualitative investigations on students' concepts in a larger

scale we show quantitative results from a corresponding "thinking type" task from the

questionnaire about motion versus statistical distribution.

In this task (Figure 3) the students were asked to draw possible locations of the electron

at different times relating to a wave function in square well potential. They were asked

to explain their diagrams.

Fig. 2: Diagram of
probability distribution
shown during interview
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Students' drawings were classified, most of them fitting in one of the following

categories (Figure 4).

This task together with other results allows a rough

quantitative estimation of students' conceptions: about 25% of them use a conception

according to quantum physics in this context. The others use either a purely classical

orbit conception (50 %) or some intermediate conception with elements of orbit and

statistics (25%).

From a physics point of view, the concept of orbit is not an adequate mode of
description in a quantum physics model of the atom. It is, however, of great significance
for the pre-conceptions of students in quantum physics, i.e. for understanding their
statements and actions. There are two groups to be distinguished in various learning
groups as to their way of orientation on the concept of orbit. One group strictly refuses
the concept of orbit as a possibility of description. For them it is significant, however,
in its negation. The refusal of illustrative ideas of orbits of electrons becomes a criterion
of distinction between classical physics and quantum physics. The non-existence of

Students' drawings

b)

a)

c)

Fig. 4: The types of students'
diagrams found a) Locations
along a line (orbit) (≈50%), b)
Similar locations, but with
‘runaways’ (≈15%), c)
Locations with statistical
distribution (≈25%)

Task

The figure shows a wave function psi of an
electron, which is in a square well potential.
Where might the electron be found in a
localization?

At time t0 a possible point of the electron is
already drawn. You are expected to draw
possible points at further times t1, t2, ... to t10 .

psi

x
0t

6t

8t

4t

2t

10t

X

Fig. 3: Task given in the questionnaire
          ("thinking type question")
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orbits of electrons becomes the test for the existence of a quantum physics way of
thinking. As we already mentioned above, this concept is held by about a quarter of the
students.

Another group of students sticks to the idea of motion of electrons on defined "orbits".
During instruction about the atomic shell or the one-dimensional potential well this
group establishes distinguishable concrete concepts based on the general view of
electrons moving on an orbit. Related to these two situations there are observably
different ways of clinging to the concept of orbit, having in common that the electrons
are described with orbits somehow and that a motion is attributed to them. With the
atomic shell the concept of orbit is related to the notions of "probability" or "wave
function", the orbit as a result seems "blurred" or "smeared", or a probability for a
specific radius of the orbit is noted. The notion is adapted to the different contexts
during instruction. In the description of a one-dimensional potential well the concept of
"probability" recedes into the background, the electron is regarded as an oscillating
particle, moving between the walls of the potential well 16.

We finally come to the following summary of conceptions related to the concept of

orbit:

Conceptions related to orbits (trajectories) in quantum physics after teaching14

(O1) Classical orbits

Electrons move along in orbits or in oscillations. The classical notion of
trajectories is conserved.

(O2) Only special orbits allowed

Specific cases of "trajectories" are "regular orbits", such as circles or ellipses.
These orbits do not exist in quantum physics - which does not mean that
"trajectories" are generally forbidden.

(O3) Smeared orbits

The concept of "trajectory" is combined with notions of "probability" and
"wave function" from wave mechanics in several ways to form a new
"intermediate" conception:

- the orbits are "smeared", not exactly determined, "fuzzy"
- the probability for a special orbit is given
- the probability of parts of the orbit is given

(O4) Trajectories do not exist in quantum physics

Students strongly express the non-existence of "trajectories" as a major postulate
of quantum physics. Nevertheless they still refer to the "motion" of electrons
when they think about probability distributions.
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2. Stability of atoms

Students' arguments for the stability of atoms mostly refer to mechanical and everyday

life ideas. They try to name activities or processes of electrons preventing them from

falling into the nucleus. Such ideas are stated by the vast majority of students. A

quantitative estimation was possible by introducing a corresponding question in the

test, according to which about 90 % of the students after being taught quantum physics

give reasons for the stability of atoms related to centrifugal forces or circular motion of

the electrons on an orbit, respectively. Only few students make any remarks on the

problem of electrodynamic stability in the sense of the second Bohr Postulate.

In their concepts of stability of atoms students chose a different approach than for

explaining processes in the atomic shell. Even students who make use of probability

distributions when describing atomic shells turn to pure mechanical concepts when

explaining stability. We show one example from an interview:

Karl: I used to think of stability in such a way that Coulomb force and

centrifugal force are exactly equal and balance each other. ... Of course,

that doesn't fit at all to quantum mechanics.

I: Do you see any connection between your ideas about probabilities we

just discussed, and the stability of atoms?

Karl: No, I don’t. For me there is, on the one hand, this idea of stability and,

on the other hand, the matter of probability. I completely keep them

apart. For me these are two different things. ... I have two completely

different ideas. With respect to stability, I should say, it moves on an

orbit. In the other case I would speak of probability of finding.

This student makes a clear distinction between his idea of stability, which he explains

by the mechanical stability in the frame of the Bohr atomic model, and wave mechanics.

For students the formulation of their ideas is bound to the situation, they do not aim at

a consistent theory for all different contexts.

In general, even after quantum physics instruction, the idea of electron orbits round the

nucleus prevails.
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3. Probability

Three aspects characterize students' approaches to the concept of probability:

Conceptions related to probability in quantum physics after teaching 14

(P1) Probability as an algorithm
The concept of probability is used by the students as an instrument to handle
and solve physical problems and tasks in a satisfactory way. Linking the term
probability to the term possibility permits to interpret the mathematical
formalism of wave mechanics. Students readily use an interpretation or
translation algorithm from instruction.

(P2) Probability as a causal description
For better understanding of the given probability distributions some students
request a causal explanation for the generation of these distributions on the basis
of single events. Students require an understanding of the development of the
distribution step by step.

(P3) Probability as inaccuracy
Some students attach the idea of inaccuracy to the term probability. These ideas
point to the everyday meaning of the term. By using the term probability, exact
and definite statements are excluded.

The aspects of students' opinions relating to the term probability listed in points P2 and

P3 show their dissatisfaction with the meaning of quantum physics' formalism offered

during instruction. For quantum physics instruction the usage of the term "probability"

is of some significance.

We therefore revert to point P1 in more detail.

Classroom tape recordings show that students are able to manage physical situations

with the assistance of the term probability. They use the term in the sense of an

interpretation or translation calculus.

One task of the questionnaire (Figure 5) reveals more details of the application of the

interpretation of probability. In this task a wave function of a quantum located in the

interval around point X has to be found. A wave function corresponding to the given

physical situation is to be drawn and explained.
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In students' diagrams  we found only two types (Fig. 6a and 6b). In type 1, the wave

function has an amplitude noticeably different from zero only in the area of a location

interval around point x. (80 %). In type 2, the wave function is one period of a sinus

wave over the whole range of the x-axis, similar to a standing wave in the square well

potential. (12 %)

In students' explanations given for the diagrams we found the following three

categories:

Type 1: The likelihood of a localization is defined by the amplitude of the wave
function or its square.

Type 2: A sinusoidal standing wave is determined within a defined area. Outside of this
area the amplitude is zero.

Type 3: The drawing is explained by using the Heisenberg uncertainty relation

The relation between the categories of text and diagram as well as the quantitative
results are shown in table 1.

x

Fig. 6a: Type 1 answers of students

x
Fig. 6b: Type 2 answers of students

x

Amplitude of 
wave function

Task

Draw the amplitude of the wave
function into the given diagram, such
that it is describing an electron which
stays in a small space interval
around x. Give a short explanation of
your drawing.

Fig. 5:
Task given in the questionnaire

  ("thinking type question")
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Table 1: Answers about the concept of probability

N= 142;  total number of answers: 109;
no answer (neither diagram nor explanation):  33

Diagram Type 1 Type 2 others no
Diagram

Total

Explanation

Statistical Explanation 55 0 0 1 56

Explanation with standing
wave

2 4 0 0 6

Explanation with HU 7 0 0 0 7

Various explanations 2 4 0 1 7

No explanation 22 6 5 33

Total 88 14 5 2 109

Out of all students, 50 % have drawn a wave function whose amplitude is essentially

different from zero only in the area of the location interval around point x, and they

based their drawing on the statistical interpretation of probability of wave functions.

This answer is physically correct in the frame of wave mechanics. Altogether, 80 %

produced a correct drawing (type 1). Many students are able to solve the type of

problems described in the task with an algorithmic conception of probability (P1) and to

apply the meaning of the quantum physical formalism on probability also in a modified

context. For some students the association of periodical processes with wave functions

prevails so that they do not produce a solution adequate to the problem.

To illustrate the other aspects of handling the term probability one example shall be

sufficient. During instruction the interpretation of probability of the _-function had

been used to explain the double slit experiment with electrons. One student (Olaf) states

his dissatisfaction with the interpretation of the interference picture. He misses the

reasons for the kind of distribution and also the reasons for the behavior of the single

quantum.

Olaf: ... How the quantum knows it is not allowed to go there? - They are, you

see, quite clever that they turn round and change, at times a wave, at

times a particle.

Andreas: We have areas of certain probabilities of the electrons.
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Olaf: When they (physicists) don't know what to do they talk of probabilities.

(...) What's the reason for the quanta for the actual distribution?

Andreas: Natural law!

Olaf: I mean, if you drop a coin the probability for each side be up is 1:2, and

the probability is such because both sides have equal chances. - So, for

what reasons the quanta shall distribute themselves as they do?

For Olaf the use of the term probability in physics means only an excuse, a not

knowing. He expects an explanation plausible even for himself for the probability

distribution. The mathematical formalism of the explanation of probability waves

offered by the teacher is insufficient for him. For him explanation means that some

illustration must be possible, such as the example of the coin given by himself where he

uses the equal "rights" of the two sides of the coin to explain the probability

distribution. The other student accepts the teaching approach, he does not ask for causal

explanations. It's just what it is - a natural law.

The interpretation of the _-function through statement of probabilities is accepted and

applied by students as a calculus. A rough quantitative estimation of the spreading of

this element of pre-understanding is possible on the basis of the tasks. About four fifths

of the students questioned could make good use of the term probability as a calculus of

interpretation. For students, however, the realization of probability distributions

requires further explanations, otherwise some dissatisfaction with this way of

description will remain. The explanations for probability distributions considered

necessary by students are rarely explicitly asked for in instruction; most important for

them is the (correct) application of the calculus. The lack of explanation is related to the

idea of "inaccuracy" linked to the term probability. Students' dissatisfaction with the -

in their eyes - insufficient possibilities to describe phenomena of quantum physics

emerges in discussions on learning atomic physics. With the idea about generation of a

probability distribution students create a link to their ideas about motion of electrons on

orbits.
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4. Energy

Quantization of energy is readily accepted for bound electrons, students use this

concept spontaneously in their own reasoning.

The term energy is not only used in the context of discrete energy levels; students revert

to the concept of energy for balancing of processes. Students then do not start from the

physical term - energy as an abstract balancing quantity - they rather comprise the

balancing of concrete material objects (e.g. mass, number of particles, number of

photons) under the term "conservation of energy ". The term energy as a generic term

for such balancing is suitable for students as different ideas may be linked together. The

term energy is easily accepted by teachers in students' physical statements. The term

energy therefore represents a possibility for teachers and students to come to terms on

phenomena in the area of abstract quantum physics, as different ideas may coexist under

this term. It is because of this particular function of the term energy that it is often used

by students in statements of their own.

Conceptions related to energy in quantum physics after teaching 14

(E1) Quantization of energy
The quantization of energy is readily accepted by students. They soon start to
use it as a basis for their own reasoning. They do not ask for a physical
explanation of this fact. Students seem to have no "need" for a more
sophisticated atomic model. To the contrary: A simpler "model" can be based on
this assumption.

(E2) Energy levels
"Energy levels" can be explained by any model of the atom. In different
situations students use different models to explain energy levels. "Energy levels"
are lines in an energy level diagram

(E3) Reasoning with "energy"
Students use the concept of energy actively in their own reasoning. The
conservation of energy plays an especially important role in students' own
explanations, e.g. related to emission and absorption of light in atoms or
molecules.
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V. Conclusions

The resulting conceptions of this study are formulated to describe students' views of

central concepts being taught in quantum physics. They are meant to have a status "as

if": students are thinking and acting as if they have cognitive representations like those

having been described in this study. From the viewpoint of physics they are not

coherent concepts. Their meaning varies in different contexts. One example: on the one

hand, students to a large extent accept a probability view when talking about the

position of an electron, and on the other they use a purely classical view of orbits when

explaining the stability of atoms like that of planetary motion. This seems to be no

contradiction for students; they use different structures in different contexts. We

discussed that while talking about students’ conceptions with models (M2).

With respect to consequences for teaching we believe that students difficulties could be

reduced using "state" and "orbital" as central concepts instead of "orbit" and

"trajectory". This could help them to construct meaning of concepts and phenomena in

a less mechanistic way. The concept of a quantum state can be connected to the idea of

energy levels, which as a result of our study are readily accepted and easily used by

students. Different states of systems are also well known from everyday life and thus

already have an intuitive meaning. The states then can be described more precisely as

"orbitals", using probabilities and charge densities. With a concept of state students

could come to a conception of stability of atoms which is nearer to quantum physics.   
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